_____________________________________________________________________________
Graduate Trainees
_____________________________________________________________________________

What we are looking Competent and passionate candidates to apply for an 18-month
for
learnership program designed as a springboard to launch a young
graduate’s professional career in the healthcare funding industry.
Position/s
1. ICT – Software Development
2. Insurance and Risk Management
3. Marketing
4. Accounting
Basic Requirements
≤ 25years old, holders of at least class 2.1 degree in a relevant field and
ready to form a developmental pipeline for key roles in TGI business units
What the role entails
Successful candidates will gain learning experience via in-role experience,
varied interactions with the executive committee, mentoring, and
coaching, job rotations and project assignments. Upon successful
completion of the 18-month programme, the Trainees may be offered a
permanent role in the company based on performance and business
needs
What you can expect Daily interaction with our clients and service providers
from your first year at Daily interaction with top Financial Service Providers, and blue chip
TGI
corporates
Acquiring expert knowledge of the Healthcare funding industry.
Opportunity for recognised qualifications and further study in the
Financial Industry
Professional office environment and proficiency in office applications and
software
Massive growth potential in a fast-growing company and industry
Young, dynamic, and innovative co-workers
Great rewards and recognition
What will make you You can apply technology to quantify problems and interpret data in a
exceptional
rational and objective manner
You are an analytical thinker that is focused on finding solutions to
problems, effectively gathering, and analysing information by asking
probing questions, and thinking things through
You can build and strengthen mutually beneficial partnerships with others
You are reliable and complete your work in accordance with deadlines
You focus on consistently delivering high-quality work by being
meticulous and continually checking the detail of your work
You follow policies and procedures to manage and mitigate risk
You focus on finding and documenting the facts to better understand the
logic behind a problem
You work smart by planning and prioritising your tasks effectively
Additional
Driver’s license would be advantageous
Requirements
Strong leadership potential
Analytical and innovative mind-set
Team player with a passion for achieving

Enthusiastic self-starter who is open to all the unique learning
opportunities we offer
Resume submission Send cover letter, CV, pdf scanned copies of educational qualifications and
protocol
transcripts to tgi.talentpot@gmail.com
Closing Date
9th August 2022

Evolutionary Innovation.
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